This paper proposes a robust algorithm based on conditional random field (CRF) to improve people identification in an ambient camera network environment. Ambient cameras collect visual signals of subjects from a distance. The quality of these visual signals are often not adequate to train effective classifiers to identify persons in video. We use a CRF to probabilistically propagate the weak identification results across the temporal-spatial space covered by the camera network. No visual based tracking is necessary for our algorithm. Experiments with a 23-camera network demonstrate that the proposed algorithm leverages the advantage of monitoring from multiple cameras and improves the accuracy of person identification.
Introduction
Ambient video surveillance through comprehensive camera networks enables a intelligent and transformable application for elderly healthcare monitoring. The shortage of geriatric care professionals, exponential growth of the elderly population, and the societal benefits of improving quality-of-life (QoL) and quality-of-care (QoC) in skilled nursing facilities underscores the need for developing and validating intelligent monitoring technologies [1] . Many aspects of behavioral disturbances among nursing home residents are visually and auditorily measurable [2] . Since nearly 90% of patients with dementia exhibit behavioral disturbances at some point during the course of their illness, technologies that are capable of longitudinal, real-time capture and analysis of such problems are of immense importance [3] . The critical need for such innovative assessment and measurement methodologies is underscored by the fact that medical record documentation in nursing homes is ubiquitously poor, and those who render the overwhelming majority of direct-care are often under-trained, and overburdened [4] . Thus, in the absence of real-time continuous monitoring, professional caregivers are limited in their ability to analyze and interpret behaviors appropriately, especially within their biopsychosocial, interpersonal and environmental context. Intelligent video monitoring enables the geriatrician to more accurately, comprehensively, and objectively assess clinical situations and intervene more appropriately by providing longitudinal monitoring, and creating measurement instruments that extract the required data and highlight behaviors of interest. In this research, we use automated video and audio monitoring and analysis to create a meaningful, manageable and personalized information resource that empowers geriatric care specialists with greater insights into clinical/behavioral problems, determination of the benefits, risks and effectiveness of treatments, and determination of environmental and social antecedents and consequences of these ubiquitous problems. People identification is critical to the task of extracting personalized information from video monitoring data. Previous research on people identification from camera-based data includes face recognition, gait analysis, and color matching. Face recognition has progressed and evolved considerably in the past decades [5] . Reasonable performance has been achieved from frontal face views to multiple poses using face profiles or 3D models [6] . Although the view angles of ceiling mounted surveillance cameras typically do not provide face images containing adequate resolution and or right poses for recognition, some high quality face imagery can still be occasionally obtained at the room entrances. In contrast to face recognition, gait analysis [7] and color matching do not identify persons as accurately, but these techniques identify persons from a distance much more robustly. This paper proposes a robust algorithm based on conditional random field (CRF) to improve person identification in an ambient camera network environment.
Camera Network
A test bed has been developed in a dementia unit of a non-profit community nursing home in suburban Pittsburgh, PA, USA. The unit is populated by 20 residents, of whom 15 consented for the parent project that provided data for this paper. Additionally, there are 4 registered and licensed practical nurses, and a number of certified nursing assistants who typically work on the unit. We built a 23-camera network covering the single main hallway, and the dinning and living rooms as shown in Fig. 1 . Each camera has a stereo audio channel synchronized with the video recording. High activity regions are covered by multiple cameras that permit capture of a single point in space from several vantage points, thus providing us the ability to deal with occlusions that may be present from one camera angle but not in another camera covering the same space from a different angle. Figure 1 . The multi-camera network for dementia unit monitoring. Video and audio signals are digitized and compressed using AXIS video servers and recorded onto hard disks mounted on three computers. We recorded approximately 13,800 camera-hours of video (25 days x 24 hours per day x 23 cameras), and stored the data in MPEG-2 format occupying 28 Tera-bytes of space.
To identify persons, all three techniques -face recognition, gait analysis and color matching -are employed to collect identification confidences from each camera. We then use CRF to fuse the multiple camera results to demonstrate more robust person identification.
Person Extraction an Modeling

Extracting persons in video
Technologies for automatically extracting persons and objects in video have been investigated for decades in an effort to replace or reduce human effort. A fundamental technology used in the existing systems is background subtraction which segments moving regions in an image sequence captured from a static camera by comparing each new frame to a model of the scene background. Massimo Piccardi has thoroughly reviewed this technique recently [8] .
Since we are dealing with a voluminous dataset, a fast running average algorithm is used to learn the background model. The average algorithm was first proposed by Lo et al. in [9] . It constructs the background image as the average of the previous n frames. The algorithm requires sufficient memory to store the previous n frames. An alternative method, called a running average, estimates the background 1 t B + from the current frame t F and the previous background t B :
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where the learning rate α is typically set as 0.05.
Persons within extracted foreground regions are detected by searching for head and shoulder patterns introduced in our previous work [10] . The basic idea is to extract region boundary segments in varying scales using a 5-overlapped-circle template. SVMs are trained to detect head-and-should patterns on the basis of bags of the resulting segments.
Modeling Person Appearance and Motion
Face detection and recognition -Faces are detected with higher confidence and more accurate localization using a Scheiderman-Kanade detector [11] . The detector extracts wavelet features in multiple sub-bands from a large amount of labeled images, and trains neural networks using a boosting technique. The detector is used only to detect frontal faces in this paper, though it can be extended for several other poses, depending on previously labeled face profiles data. We trained face recognizers for 3 cameras -122, 197, 198 -that provided high resolution. SVM recognizers were trained on face images without accurate alignment. Gait analysis -Human gait is characterized as shape features and motion features. We partition the extracted person region into 3×3 regular tiles. Shape feature is extracted as Manhattan density of foreground pixels in each tile such that the shape feature of a tile is "1" if more than half of its pixels are foreground pixels, or "0" if it is not. Motion feature is computed as the geometric center movement of the person region between frames. Again, SVM classifiers are trained on the combination of 9-D shape feature and 2-D motion feature. Color matching -We extracted HSV color histograms as image features that are robust in detecting person identity, and potentially minimize the effect of blurred facial appearance. In the HSV color spaces, each color channel is divided into 32 bins, and each image is represented as a feature vector of 96 dimensions. Note that person in this dataset may wear different clothes on even the same day in various lighting environments. This challenge complicates the learning of SVM classifiers. In comparison, face identification has higher recognition rate but lower availability over the entire camera network than gait and color identification. Table 1 . lists the availability and recognition accuracy of the first candidate. Table 1 Availability and accuracy of face, gait and color identification Face Gait Color Availability 5% 100% 100% Accuracy 72% 26% 41% A face (gait and color) classifier gives a person region a confidence level for each person identification. In practice, we assign a special ID for "no person". We can normalize the three types of confidences into probabilities and linearly 
CRF for multi-camera referencing
A person may move from camera to camera in the monitor network. The face, gait and color classifiers can only identify the person with reasonable confidence in a limited number of cameras. For example, the face ID is most accurately obtained from cameras 122, 197, 198 . Tracking the person across the camera network is one solution to propagate the ID extracted from a high confidence camera to other cameras. However, robust person tracking is time consuming and requires adequate calibration among cameras. In this study, we used a 1-D CRF to optimize the identifying features of a person across cameras without visual-based tracking. We partitioned each of the 24 hours in a day into half-second time slots. For a person A, our goal was to apply his optimal location labels selected from a labeled set Y into every slot in this 1-D field given a sequence of observation X.
The observation The location labeled set Y is characterized by a set of discrete states indicating the 23 areas covered by the cameras: 8 private rooms, two entrances (out of view of the camera network) and a bath room. Fig. 2 depicts the neighborhood of location labels. This time slot field is modeled as a conditional random filed, in which the conditional distribution is defined as:
where the first feature 1 , predicts the current location of the person using the labels and motion features in its previous and next time slots. We manually calibrated this prior knowledge across the camera network. Fig. 3 shows the graphical representation of the proposed CRF. The detailed solution of a CRF is standard and can be found in [12] . 
Experiments
To evaluate the proposed algorithm, we independently selected three patients in 24 hours. For comparison with CRF referencing, we also assigned labels to the field using the location label with the highest probability of person ID estimated using only visual classifiers at each time slot. A special unique "non-camera" label is assigned when all probabilities are lower than a threshold because there is no way to determine exactly where the person disappears without temporal referencing. Table 2 lists the percentage of correct labels resulting from algorithms with/without CRF based on the ground truth. The results show that CRF referencing greatly improved person identification performance in a camera network environment. Identification errors occurred when multiple cameras overlapped the person. CRF is not sufficiently sophisticated to determine which camera is best suited to represent the person's location even though any of these cameras can potentially do so. We therefore modified the criterion of a correct match from an exact match using neighborhood information. A major improvement is then achieved as shown in Table 2 .
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a robust people identification algorithm using CRF in a camera network environment. Visual cues from a distance lead to weak identifiers. A CRF probabilistically greatly improves person identification by propagating the weak identification results across the temporal-spatial space covered by the camera network. Our experiments have demonstrated that the proposed algorithm leverages the advantages of monitoring from multiple cameras in order to improve person identification. In this paper, individual persons are inferenced independently in the CRF. Future work will focus on referencing multiple persons together using CRF to maximize the utility of person extraction.
